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During my first month of the pandemic I did not really notice how severe the situation was. I am
personally not a fan of listening to the media because the media like to exaggerate a lot of
things. I have always been told by my teachers and professors to always do my own research.
Never take everything you hear from the news as 100 percent truth. During the first month of
the pandemic the word was panicking and so was my family. Our biggest fear was for our
grandpa since covid was first seen as an old people disease. With that being said we did not
allow our grandpa to be I any public place or stay to close to our family even though he flew
from Mexico. This was really difficult for my mom to do because she had not seen her dad in
over 20 years. My grandpa did not really care for the pandemic because he saw it a myth or an
exaggerated sickness just to scare the public. At first, I agreed with my grandpa because no one
I personally knew had gotten covid. School I did not enjoy the fact that every class was going to
be online because some classes are not meant to be taught online. Another difficulty I had was
that some professors were not prepared to have online courses so it was very difficult to focus
in school and to actually learn. As the pandemic continues, I hope that we are able to get more
data and what it really is and if we should worry.
Having a social life during this pandemic is very stressful because a lot of places are closed. To
make matter even worse schools are closed and that where I would normally interact with
people of my age. At work I talk to people but they are way older than me and they also have
kids. Going out to bars seems like a place I wish I could go to because I love drinking socially
with my friends.
New month and despite what I thought before I actually met someone at work. I never
would’ve imagined being in a relationship during the pandemic because of the fear people have
with covid. I am honestly getting tired of hearing about different facts regarding covid and it
seems like it’s not as deadly. A few people at work have tested positive for covid which is kind
of scary now because I risk the chance of having it now. I don’t feel any symptoms and hope I
don’t feel any.
It has now been a few weeks being with my girlfriend and I love it. This pandemic has made us
focus more on us then drinking every weekend or going to parties. We are basically forced to
talk and do small things together which is pretty nice since I always feel forced to have to go
out. the one thing I do not like is eating outside on parking lots. it makes it seem less romantic
when you go on dates now but it is what it is.
Covid has finally hit home.my brother got covid from work and we all had top quarantine. It
was really scary but no one on my family tested positive except for him. He did get better now
and he told me he felt really tired every time and didn’t want to get off bed. He was sick for 3
weeks and has finally gotten better. It feels so weird because I didn’t take it serious but now I
am. I was also part of the group of people that does not like wearing the mask but now I
changed. Not that I know how close it got to my family I want to minimize the chances of me
getting covid.

Writing my experiences was therapeutic but it was very difficult because I did not have that
much time with work and school. I simply just wrote whenever I could but like I said covid is
serious people so wear your mask.

